iddle Saxonbuckle from
Lincoln Road, Enfield
CHRlS GOING
ONE O F THE small finds from the excavations
carried out at Lincoln Road, Enfield1, was a copper
alloy buckle2. The object came from the fill of a
ditch, F3 on lot 149 (also called F70 on neighbouring plot 27. Wherever emptied, the fill of this
ditch was a uniform dark soil3. Other finds from the
13m (42ft) length excavated include 4th centur
pottery and coins, and unspecified bronze objects .
The ditch is dated to the final site phase (No. 4), to
which were also assigned features on all plots
excavated, including, on plot 2, "a series of rammed
gravel surfaces damaged by ploughing, and several
gravel and flint post bases, overlying all previous
Roman deposits and constructed at 45' to the
predominant Roman alignment". There was "no
conclusive dating evidence for this phasew5,other
than that it was later than the early-mid 4th century
AD.
This note was prompted for two reasons: the
buckle is of some intrinsic interest, and as it was
stratified in ditch F3170, may throw some light on the
other features dated to the late or post Roman
periods. Although no parallels were cited in the
report, the object was described as late provincial
Roman, or Roman/Saxon6. It has subsequently been
cited as evidence for a late Roman military presence
at Enfield7. A search for Roman parallels was not

very fruitful. While the resemblance is not
ticularly striking, the closest late Roman aralle S to
this piece known to the writer are uckles of
Simpson's Group 118. Like the Enfield piece, they
have triangular plates, but unlike it, they are of
two-piece construction. Moreover, they are not
common in the Western provinces of the Roman
Empire; most of Simpson's Group I1 buckles are
from Austria or Hungary9. Only one, uncertain,
example is known from Britain. It was a grave ood
in Lankhills burial 13, dated to after c AD 360%.
Far closer form parallels, of post Roman date, are
known much closer to home. Most were discovered
in Middle Saxon contexts, primarily in Kent (see
Fig. l ) , where a series of well-furnished graves have
produced the majority of the known insular British
pieces1'. Others, including some of the finest and
most decorated examples, come from outside Kent.
They include Shakenoak (Oxon.), Taplow (Bucks.),
and Tostock, West Stow and Sutton Hoo (all
Suffolk). The last - the great buckle from the royal
barrow - certainly shares some characteristics with
the Taplow, Enfield, and Kentish pieces, although
its quality puts it in a class of its own12.
The grave goods accompanying these buckles
provide their primary dating evidence. Most are
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Fig. 1: distributionofMiddleSaxonbelt hucklesofKentish type. Theexampledepictedisfrom
Shakenoak, Oxfordshire(seefootnote 12).

fairly secure1 datable to the later 6th and 7th
centuries *Dz. What light then does this find shed
on the final site occupation at Lincoln Road? The
lack of post-Roman finds, especially pottery,
suggests the buckle may simply be a stray find
incorporated into sinkage or make-up levels over a
late Roman ditch. However, the section drawing14
suggests the feature was truncated. There was "no
silting" and the feature was probably fairly rapidly
backfilled. There seems to be no reason to doubt
that the find provides the ditch with a later 6th-7th
century terminus post quem. If the occupation of the
site is of this date, however, the absence of

'chaff-tempered' waresl"s curious. Yet the ditch is
not likely to have been backfilled in the later Saxon
period, for then, at a time of increased pottery use,
some contemporary sherds could have been expected in the ditch fill, or associated with some of
the other features, particularly the ?gravel-floored
buildings. It is possible that some sherds of
Ipswich-type ware were found, but misidentified as
Roman. Whatever the truth of the matter, the find
is a useful discovery. If additional light is to be shed
on the origins of Saxon Enfield, no opportunity to
carry out further excavations in the vicinity of
Lincoln Road should be missed.
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